
Ericsson @ Möjligheternas dag
Ett samhälls-/näringslivsperspektiv om behovet av att låta elever tidigt få  
utveckla sin fulla potential i programmering.
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Imagine Possible

To create connections that make
the unimaginable possible.

Our purpose



Ericsson
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This is Ericsson

27,400 dedicated to R&D
28,000 managed services

Employees worldwide

101,300
60,000 granted patents

BSEK in R&D budget

42
more than 180 countries

BSEK in sales

232

Ericsson enables communications service providers to capture the full value of connectivity.
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Service delivery center

Number of employees by geography

R&D

Manufacturing

Global presence and capabilities

13,000

North East Asia

10,300

North America

26,300

South East Asia,
Oceania & India

4,500
Middle East & Africa

47,000
Europe &  Latin America

Serving customers in more than 180 countries
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Enabling communication 
through innovations since 
1876
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Driving mobile networks for new waves of innovation

1G
Local voice calls

1980

2G
Global voice 

calls and SMS 

1990

3G
Mobile 

broadband

2000

4G
App economy

2010

5G
Digitalization of 

societies and industries

2020

6G
Cyber-physical 

interaction 



Why we do what we do



Meet the Future

● Technology leadership – 6G 
is on the way already and  
Ericsson patent portfolio will 
continue to develop

● IOT - The 4th industry 
revolution is here. New 
opportunities to be explored 
and developed

● Purpose - communication 
and connectivity is a human 
right
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How we do what we do



Curious

Experimentation - try new things (spike event, 
hackathon, innovation days)

Feedback Loop - always (systematic, automated, 
and continuous)

Recognize - everyone can do something but need 
some encouragement during the journey. It is not 

easy so ensure to celebrate the small successes 
and all achievements

Continuous learning - we learn all the time and 
need new insights. Stop fearing failure it is part of 
the journey make it fun to be better than last time



What we need 



Perseverance

Talented engineers(The Students) not Ericsson 
only Industry Gruppen all companies and 

industries are evolving towards automation and 
data driven analytics, health care, agriculture, 

industries in general. (The local ecosystem)

Mentors (You) that support our young to think 
beyond the current mathematical chapter. Make 

STEM fun already from start (little bits, combining 
math's in practice)

Eco System to enable the journey (BTH) a 
fundamental institution for talents to grow their 
skills and get a formal receipt of knowledge (it is 

no joke, education is important, and we are 
responsible to guide our youngster to want to do 

the journey

Companies (Me) that show why this is important 
and share role models and give opportunities (girls 

in ICT)



Robothon

Other common activities with BTH
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Ericsson Karlskrona

Thank you!




